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NEWS FOR FARRIERS
Diamond Size 6 Draft
Shoe Now Available

Kerckhaert Legendary XT 8
Front Now Available

Commonly used to make pulling shoes,
the Diamond Draft is ½” thick by 1” wide
and is manufactured from high quality
steel for extended wear and durability.
The shoe features a deeper V-Crease and
cleaner nail punching with improved nail
fit and pitch control. Elongated heels can be turned
down for extra traction or cut to fit. They are
punched for 9 Regular Head nails.

The new Kerckhaert
Legendary XT Front in size 8
is now available. The
Kerckhaert Legendary series
offers a better nail pattern,
sole relief and stronger
material.

Legendary XT Fronts are
also available in No-Vibe, sizes 4 through 8.

HAVE YOU TRIED THESE GREAT NEW PRODUCTS INTRODUCED IN 2016?

Find details about these and other
new products at our web site at
farrierproducts.com/newprod.html
or on FPD's Field Guide for Farriers
at farrierproducts.com/fieldguide.
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and 5 Slim XL with
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Read more articles at www.farrierproducts.com/farriery

Keep the Horse Going
By Dave Farley

T

oo often we are asked as farriers to shoe a
horse that has an obvious problem but the
trainer or owner insists that we don’t change
much because the horse is doing well. That was the
case with this horse . The crack was unloaded a couple of
shoeings before by simply rasping (grooving) the wall
about a half inch below the coronary. A groove like
this should never be deep enough to reach sensitive
tissue. I would have preferred to apply a heartbar
shoe that was a size larger and also unload the wall
behind the crack but was asked not to change the
shoe. You can see that the crack is well below the
coronary band now.

This is how I handled the foot in this shoeing. After
the first cut, I measured the bottom of the foot
using a handy brass “hoof balance” ruler made by
farrierproducts™. Notice the foot is wider on the
right side as you look at this picture. Also notice
that the heels are still too high. They are folding
forward, collapsing the bars and compromising the
foot.
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1. Lateral view of left
front before shoeing.
2. Medial flare a result of
conformation problem.
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3. Bottom of foot
before trim.

You can also see a flare on the medial side of the foot,
(left side when looking at the foot from the front).
This is the source of the extra width you see from the
bottom. This flare is secondary to a conformation
fault, in this case is an offset cannon bone (offset to
the outside).
After the trim is finished notice the heels are back to
the highest and widest area of the frog. You can also
see the bruising and stretching of the white line in
the toe area. This is always a sign to me that the toe
length is creating undue stress in this area.
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Continued on page 3

Connect with FPD

and Join the Conversation
FPD is always reaching out to farriers and friends of the trade. From sharing industry news on Facebook and the HoofWall™ Blog
to posting educational videos and tips from the professionals on YouTube and FPD's Field Guide for Farriers - we've got the latest
information that matters to farriers. Visit FPD on our social media venues and follow, like and share valuable farrier information.
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I widened the shoe and put a new leather rim pad
on, with rivets in the heel area. The shoe and
leather is soaked in water for a couple of minutes.
The wet leather pad will allow the hoof wall to sink
into the pad and secure it when clinched. The area
of the pad just behind the clip is ground lower to
allow the crack itself to be non-weight bearing.
Notice that the shoe and leather have been slightly
backed up from the toe to address the stretched,
bruised white line. I think the combination of the
shoe fit and position and relief of the crack area will
help keep this horse sound enough to continue
through the show season.
This horse is a sound Show Hunter. He showed the
entire winter season without missing a day.
The trainer, rider and owners are happy with the
results – meeting one of the goals I have in my
everyday work. Keep in mind that you won’t
always get to do exactly what you want with every
shoeing job, but by working through it you can still
improve the situation.
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Checking medial/lateral balance.
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Lateral view after trim.
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6
Completed trim with heels back to
widest part of frog.

Relief built into pad.

Note shoe is set back from toe.
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7
Checking fit.
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One more look before nailing.

On to the next foot.

